Cocoon of Cancer
A Journey of Insightful Conversations

Cocoon of Cancer: An Invitation to Love Deeply is an
inspirational book for those diagnosed with cancer, their caregivers,
families, and others who are close to them. Writing in “real time,” the
patient and caregiver generously offer an insider’s look at how life
changes forever when the word cancer is uttered.
Rolnick provides unsparing insights into the struggles faced by this
couple, wherein she makes it clear that their loving connection and
ideology that “Finding joy is a choice” provided a foundation of
strength that supported them through the ordeal. Caregiver Tips,
Questions I Still Ponder, and Questions for the Reader to Ponder are
included at the end of the manscript.
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“Cocoon of Cancer is a poetic, poignant, and scientifically accurate
memoir. Abbe’s Caregiver’s Tips add insights to those who will identify
with similar thoughts and feelings.”
--Dr. Fred Appelbaum, Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center, Seattle Cancer Care Alliance
“Enlightening. . . I highly recommend this book for patients and families
undergoing the sometimes confusing, often fearful, and yes, at times
even joyful, process of cancer care.”
--Dr. Bruce Mathey, North Puget Cancer Center,
Peace Health United General Medical Center.

Abbe Rolnick grew up in Baltimore and experienced her first major cultural jolt at
age 15 when her family moved to Miami Beach, Florida. History came alive with her
exposure to Cuban culture. After attending Boston University, she lived in Puerto Rico,
where she owned a bookstore. River of Angels, flowing from her experiences there, is
the first novel in a series that continues with Color of Lies and Founding Stones. Abbe
resides with her husband Jim on twenty acres in Skagit Valley, Washington.
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